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YOU DIDN’T COME ALL THIS WAY
TO GO TO A MALL.

EXPERIENCE CLIFFWALK
You came for adventure. You came to step beyond the face of a 300
foot cliff on Cliffwalk. You came for beauty and nature. Find it far above
a deep river canyon and high in the forest canopy. Capilano Suspension
Bridge Park in North Vancouver. You came for this.
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Drive, take transit or the free shuttle from Canada Place.
604.985.7474 CAPBRIDGE.COM

DISCOVER THE REGION

For Vancouver, Coast & Mountains
Travel Information visit 604pulse.com
For British Columbia Travel Information
visit HelloBC.com

Follow us:
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THRILL SEEKING,
LAID BACK,
ADVENTUROUS,
URBAN, ROMANTIC,
FAMILY-FRIENDLY
FOODIE SEEKS SAME.

From hotels to hiking, buffets to
boutiques, everything you need to
know to get the most of your trip to the
Vancouver, Coast & Mountains Region
can be found at 604pulse.com.

LAID BACK

ENERGETIC

CITY

RELAXING

THRILLING

TOURISTY

LOCAL

ADULTS

INDOORS

OUTDOORS

KIDS

NATURE

No matter what you’re into...
604pulse.com offers you virtually unlimited ways to plan your trip to the
Vancouver, Coast & Mountains Region. Customize your own adventure with
our Plan Your Perfect Trip tool featured above or choose from dozens of
ready-made itineraries. Browse our blog for insider tips and suggestions from
locals and uncover the region’s best-kept secrets and celebrated hot spots.
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Check us out today at 604pulse.com

PHOTOS: Clockwise from the left Desolation Sound - Brian
K. Smith; Township 7 Winery - Bob Young; Furry Creek Golf &
Country Club - Cathy Lukovich; Stanley Park - Bob Young;
Sunshine Coast - Kelly Funk Photography
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The Vancouver, Coast & Mountains Region (or VCM for short) is an awe-inspiring region made
up of four distinct areas. Each has its own stunning scenery, unforgettable adventures and an
incredibly wide range of activities. Get away from everyday life, bring your family and friends
(or travel solo) to one of the world’s great places. From mountaintop adventures and pristine
coastal beaches to delicious farm-fresh cuisine and magical urban sights. Vancouver, Coast &
Mountains. All things are possible.

METRO
VANCOUVER
Tucked between mountains, ocean and river
valleys, Metro Vancouver is a place where a
round of golf, kayaking and a romantic dinner
can actually follow a morning ski. Its mild climate
and multicultural population have everything to
offer be it shopping, dining, people watching or
getting muddy on bike trails.

MIGHTY
FRASER
COUNTRY
This rich and varied valley and canyon traces
the trails of prospectors who followed it to
the gold fields of the 1800s. Its green fields
and rocky cliffs frame lakes, berry patches,
golf courses, hot springs and hiking trails.
The Fraser River hosts millions of spawning
salmon every season and is home to the
world’s largest and healthiest sturgeon
population. This protected species provides
a thrilling catch and release experience.
A monster 454-kg (1000-lb) sturgeon
was caught in the region in 2012.

Sunshine
Coast
BC’s Sunshine Coast is the region’s hidden
treasure. Over 180 kilometres (112 miles)
of pristine coastline make this a beach and
boating paradise with marine parks, quiet
coves and immeasurable seaside bliss. The
Sunshine Coast is reached by ferry, boat
or plane, making it an easily accessible yet
utterly unspoiled stretch of the BC Coast.
It is home to artists and artisans who can be
found along the storied Purple Banner Route.
There’s hiking on the Sunshine Coast Trail,
canoeing on serene lakes, and incredible
single track and downhill mountain biking.

SEA TO SKY
COUNTRY
Many who have come to visit the Vancouver,
Coast & Mountains Region have decided to
stay longer after just one drive up the Sea
to Sky Highway. The water of Howe Sound
glitters deep blue as glaciers and jagged black
peaks frame the sky. In winter you can ski and
snowboard on varied terrain, or fly through
the trees on a zipline tour of the snowy forest.
Hike to turquoise lakes, golf a championship
course or navigate endless mountain bike
trails in late spring and summer.

PHOTOS: Harmony Islands - Albert Normandin; Canada Place Tourism Vancouver/Albert Normandin; Sasquatch Provincial Park
- Albert Normandin; Harmony Islands - Albert Normandin;
Whistler Village - Randy Lincks Maps: Yellow Vancouver
Archives AM1594-: Map830; Red Vancouver Archives AM54-S4:
LGN 1042; Blue Vancouver Archives AM1594-: Map 1060
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Capilano Suspension
Bridge Park
Since 1889 this natural thrill has
welcomed visitors ranging from
rock stars to royalty. Named for its
137-metre (450-foot) suspension
bridge, this spectacular park
setting is also home to the
gravity-defying Cliffwalk.

You could be visiting for a
few days or a few weeks.
Either way, the VCM region is
the ultimate getaway where
all things are possible.
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Whistler Village
Stroll pedestrian-only walkways lined
with specialty shops on your way to
visit the Olympic rings in Whistler
Village. Once you’ve worked up an
appetite, choose from laid-back-local,
family-style or romantic fine dining.
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Hell’s Gate Airtram
Swing high above this epic section of
the Fraser Canyon via aerial tram for
white water views of the raging Fraser
River. 200 million gallons of water per
minute thunder through a 33-metre
(108-foot) wide passage.

Stanley Park
Recently named the world’s best city
park, this 405-hectare (1000-acre)
west coast rainforest is a magical
oasis of beaches, trails, and parkland
set in the heart of Vancouver’s urban
landscape. A seawall wraps around
Stanley Park offering walkers, runners
and cyclists amazing views around
every turn.

Canada Place
The sails of Canada Place are a
stunning harbourfront landmark.
Take a stroll to its tip for great views
and a flight simulation ride. Fly above
breathtaking Canadian scenery at
FlyOver Canada.

PHOTOS: 1. Tourism Vancouver/Capilano Suspension Bridge
Park 2. Destination British Columbia 3. Tourism Vancouver/
Albert Normandin 4. Hell’s Gate Airtram 5. Albert Normandin 6.
Bob Young 7. Destination British Columbia 8. Grouse Mountain
9. Tourism Harrison 10. Kelly Funk Photography
11. Jeremy Williams 12. Tourism Vancouver/Mathieu Dupuis
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Stawamus Chief
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Peak 2 Peak Gondola

	Towering 700 metres (2,297 feet)
above Squamish, the spectacular
granite face of “The Chief” attracts
rock climbers from around the world.
Its summit can also be reached by
the intermediate level hiker via its
back trail for the ultimate
cliff-edge lookout.

	Ride the world’s longest (and
highest) free hanging gondola over
3 kilometres (1.8 miles) between 2
mountains, Whistler and Blackcomb.
You can even take one of the two
glass-bottomed cars. It’s an incredible
360 degree view.
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Grouse Mountain
	Board the Skyride for Vancouver’s finest
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views, a lumberjack show, a bear refuge
and much more. The ultra-fit can take
on the leg and lung-busting climb that
is the Grouse Grind.
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Harrison Hot Springs

	Play on the sandy beaches of
Harrison Lake then soak up the
bliss in one of the area’s hot
spring-fed pools.

Skookumchuck Narrows
Provincial Park
	Standing waves, whirlpools and the
200-billion-gallon-a-day power of
one of the world’s fastest tidal rapids.
Enough said? Not until you see it.
	
Sunshine Coast Trail
	The terrain is always changing on this
180-kilometre (112-mile) trail, with
ocean views opening out through the
old-growth forest and beach grass.
Get out your hiking shoes.
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Granville Island
	The cobbled streets of Granville
Island take you from shop to
restaurant to theatre with the music
of buskers and the breezes of clean
ocean air. Home to fresh produce
stalls, bakeries and local food
vendors, the Granville Island Public
Market should not be missed.
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grousemountain

Experience Grouse Mountain. Take
in jaw-dropping views, meet our
orphaned Grizzly Bears, or feel the
wind on your face as you shriek in
delight on Mountain Ziplines.

ONE DESTINATION

ENDLESS EXPERIENCES
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Wildlife is quite literally at our
front door. Depending on the
season, you can build whale
watching, bear and eagle tours
or even salmon viewing into
your visit.

PHOTOS: 1. Tourism Richmond 2. Tourism Harrison/
Graham Osborne 3. Destination British Columbia 4. Michael Allen
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Whale Watching

2

Salmon Viewing

Get out on the deep blue-green waters
of the Pacific Ocean and visit with
resident orcas, dolphins, Humpback
and Pacific Grey whales in their
home habitat.

Every fall the region’s rivers and
creeks become spawning grounds
to millions of Pacific salmon, as the
fish complete their long migratory
lifecycle back to their birthplaces.
You can witness this natural miracle
at hatcheries and waterways
throughout the region.
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Bald Eagle Viewing

4

Bear Viewing

One of the world’s largest migrations
of wintering bald eagles can be
found in Harrison Mills and Brackendale
between late November and February.

Get an up-close introduction to black
bears in their own habitat, all from the
comfortable security of a specialized
off-road vehicle in Whistler.

Learn more about wildlife viewing at 604pulse.com 11

It’s where unspoiled wilderness
meets an abundant sea. It’s eating
locally and globally in a place
that could have the finest mix of
settings and dining found anywhere.
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Wineries
The secret’s getting out on our wine
country with international recognition,
intimate vineyards, stunning settings
and best of all, truly great wines.
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Breweries/Distilleries
You’ll find a variety of artisan beers and
spirits, fruit-infused ales, aged smallbatch liquors, local craft brews and
small-scale distilleries.

Food Trucks
Over 130 food trucks make Vancouver one
of North America’s top food truck cities.
Choose from tacos to smoked salmon
salads to Japanese inspired hotdogs.
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Asian Food
VCM is enriched with cultures that span
Asia. Dining options are rich, varied and
incredibly delicious. Find them everywhere,
including Richmond’s Golden Village
district and Vancouver’s Chinatown.

West Coast Cuisine
Fresh seafood caught right out of cold
Pacific waters and prepared in brilliant
culinary fusions make our cuisine
undeniably west coast.
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Farm to Table
Restaurants across the region take pride
in plating locally sourced and grown
ingredients. Tour the region’s farms,
open-air markets and charming eateries.

PHOTOS: 1. Domaine De Chaberton Estate Winery - J.F. Bergeron/
Enviro Foto 3. Tourism Vancouver/Rob Gilbert Photography
4, 5, 6. Tourism Richmond

The best experiences
are right here.

L A N G L E Y • A B B O T S F O R D • C H I L L I WA C K

Plan your next getaway to B.C.’s Fraser Valley. This picturesque
destination delivers an abundance of adventure and vacation
opportunities. From farm fresh artisanal flavors to world record
breaking fishing, to where it all began at the Birthplace of B.C.
This region is ripe for exploring.
Where adventures take route!

Whether you’re a hard-core adventurer or a
laid back outdoors lover, there’s a lifetime of
adventure and exploration waiting in every
corner of the region.
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Mountain Biking
The birthplace of freeriding,
Vancouver’s North Shore offers a
bounty of trails. And that’s just one
corner of a region packed with
single-tracks, downhills and lift-accessed
bike parks.

Rock Climbing
The word “mountains” in our name
hints that the region is a rock-climbing
playground. Faces, boulders, climbs and
peaks abound.

Horseback Riding
Travel by horseback through quiet
forests, peaceful meadows and rugged
trails in every part of the region.

Ziplining
Soar at speeds of up to 80 kilometres
per hour (50 miles per hour) on
rainforest ziplines found throughout
the region.
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Kayaking
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Powell Forest Canoe Route
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Hiking

Paddle idyllic lakes, untouched
coastlines, secret islands and
tranquil coves.

This pristine Sunshine Coast route
boasts 77 kilometres (48 miles) of
paddling and 10 kilometres (6 miles) of
portage for the hard-core canoe fanatic.

Hiking in the region never ceases to
amaze with its lush forests, towering
mountains and sweeping ocean views.

PHOTOS: 1. Nahatlatch River - Reo Rafting Resort/
Ryan Robinson 2. Powell River - JeremyWilliams.ca
3. Eldred Valley - JeremyWilliams.ca 4. Maple Ridge - Picture BC/
Oliver Rathonyi-Reusz 5. Grouse Mountain - Tourism Vancouver/
Grouse Mountain 6. Harmony Islands - Albert Normandin
7. Sunshine Coast - Kelly Funk 8. Whistler Blackcomb - Paul
Morrison 9. Coopers Green Park - Johansen Krause
10. Whistler Blackcomb - Randy Lincks 11. Cypress Provincial Park BC Parks/Kharen Hill 12. Harmony Islands - Albert Normandin
13. English Bay - Kevin Arnold 14. Gold Country - Terri Hadwin
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Whitewater Rafting
An incredible variety of rafting
trips await. From family-friendly to
heart-pounding, there’s a trip
for everyone.
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Scuba Diving
Descend into the abundant and
diverse marine life under the waves of
this Northwest Pacific destination.

Skiing/Snowboarding
You can start with over 200 trails
at Whistler Blackcomb. Or, hit the
slopes on one of the region’s six
other ski or snowboard destinations
including some just outside
downtown Vancouver.
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Fishing
Set your line for a mighty white
sturgeon in the Fraser River or drop a
hook into the salmon-rich waters of
the Pacific.

Camping/RVing
Pitch your tent or park your RV at
oceanside beaches, alpine lakes,
rich meadows or among
snow-capped peaks.

Sailing/Power Boating
Countless small islands, coastal
fjords, quiet coves, anchorages and
marine parks surround the region.

Geocaching
Use your smartphone or GPS to
uncover hidden treasures while
getting to know your way around this
corner of the planet.

Learn more at 604pulse.com
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Find a wealth of art galleries, museums,
heritage sites, theatres and First Nations
experiences in VCM.
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Vancouver Art Gallery
The gallery’s collection holds over
10,000 pieces including the popular
works of late 1800s-early 1900s BC
painter and artist, Emily Carr.

Aboriginal
Interpretive Tours
Take a walk around Aboriginal
villages, feast on BBQ salmon or
spend the night in a traditional teepee
on one of many interpretive tours.
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Klahowya Village
Immerse yourself in Aboriginal
culture each summer with traditional
performances and the truly authentic
Artisan’s Marketplace in Stanley Park.

Britannia Mine Museum
Go deep inside this once functioning
large-scale copper mine aboard its
mine train tour. You can even try
gold panning.

The Museum of
Anthropology at UBC
Home to one of the world’s finest
collections of rare Aboriginal artifacts
and artwork, the museum also
features works from acclaimed BC
First Nations artist, Bill Reid.
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Fort Langley National
Historic Site
Walk in the footsteps of the pioneers
at this authentic 150 year-old trading
post. Go back in time for a front-row
demonstration of blacksmithing skills.
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Gold Rush Trail
Visit museums and historical sites as
you drive up the Gold Rush Trail from
New Westminster to the gold mining
ghost town of Barkerville.

PHOTOS: 1. AboriginalBC.com 2. Destination British Columbia
3. Indian Arm - Albert Normandin 4. Britannia Mine Museum
5. Kevin Arnold 6. Tourism Langley 7. Darren Robinson
8. Lillooet - Bob Young
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Purple Banner Route
The Sunshine Coast’s purple banners
fly from Langdale to Lund to signify
that there are artists at work and
visitors are welcome.
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The Vancouver, Coast &
Mountains Region is home to
festivals, shows, events and
good times throughout the year.
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Cloverdale Rodeo
This May event in Surrey is a world
invitational rodeo featuring the world’s
finest cowboys, cowgirls, stunt riders
and showmanship.

Abbotsford
International Airshow
Aerial feats, formation flying and
ground displays are all part of the fun
during this August festival of aviation.

3

Sunshine Coast Art Crawl
Every fall, for three days, artist’s
studios, workshops and galleries open
their doors to you in this coastal home
to artists from all over the world.
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Whistler World Ski
& Snowboard Festival
For 10 days in April this festival cranks
Whistler’s action up to 11. There’s the
Shred Show, the World Ski Invitational,
big musical acts and even a roller derby.

5

TD Vancouver
International Jazz Festival
Every June, international musical
legends and up-and-comers turn
Vancouver into a jazz-lovers paradise
with over 300 live shows at venues all
over the city.
PHOTOS: 1. Bob Young 2. David Snashall 3. Kelly
Funk Photography 4. Tourism Whistler/Mike Crane
5. Tourism Vancouver/Coastal Jazz & Blues Society/
Douglas Williams

REMARKABLE RESTAURANTS.
GORGEOUS GOLF COURSES.
BEAUTIFUL BREW PUBS.
FASCINATING FESTIVALS.
PICTURESQUE PARKS.
BRILLIANT BEACHES.
FABULOUS FOOD.
45 MINUTES FROM VANCOUVER.

Who Knew?

tourismsurrey.com
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Snow-capped mountains,
old-growth forests, wetlands and
even a near-tropical island make
the region as diverse as it is rich
in discovery.
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Shannon Falls
BC’s third largest waterfall cascades
over a near 305-metre (1000-foot)
granite drop.

Fraser Canyon
Take this epic drive bordered by towering
cliffs and the rushing Fraser River.

Burns Bog
This 3,000-hectare (7,414-acre) peat
bog ecosystem is the largest
undeveloped urban wetland in North
America and home to over 170 species
of birds and mammals.

Savary Island
Savary Island is BC’s “tropical” island
where tides and geology conspire to
create white sand beaches and warm
clear blue waters.

Joffre Lakes Provincial Park
A post-card picturesque setting where
one park is home to a trio of turquoise
lakes, snow-capped peaks and
rushing streams.

Princess Louisa Inlet
Princess Louisa Inlet is a marvel of
massive sheer granite cliffs, tranquil
anchorages and 60 waterfalls.

PHOTOS: 1. Albert Normandin 2. Destination British Columbia
3. Katie Bianchin 4. Dannielle Hayes 5. Bob Young 6. Tom Ryan
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While the VCM region is known for outdoor adventures that range
from tranquil to heart-pumping, the region also has its leisurely side
with plenty of spas and recreational activities.
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Golﬁng
Tee off where mountains, glaciers and
sky are the backdrop in this yearround golfing destination. Take a drive
to a long drive on one of VCM’s many
terrific golf courses.

Shopping
From style-leading Robson Street
and pedestrian-friendly Whistler
Village to the Richmond Night Market
and BC’s largest shopping centre
Metropolis at Metrotown, you’ll
find everything from global designer
brands to Canadian souvenirs.

Spas
Secluded hideaways and urban spas
await. Prepare to be deeply pampered
with local elements like glacial mud
and natural hot springs.

PHOTOS: 1. Furry Creek Golf & Country Club - Ross Durant
2. Yaletown - Kevin Arnold 3. Rockwater Secret Cove Resort Albert Normandin
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What you’ll need to know. What you’ll need to bring.

1

Customs
• Americans must show a passport
or other approved travel documents
when entering into Canada.
• International visitors (not from
the United States) require a
passport and may also need a
visa when entering into Canada.

2

with a certificate signed by a licensed
veterinarian of Canada or the US
certifying that they are currently
vaccinated against rabies.

4
3

5

• Children 9 years and younger, or shorter

• All firearms must be declared.
• Revolvers, pistols, fully automatic
firearms, other weapons and
self-defense sprays (ie. mace,
pepper spray) are strictly prohibited.

than 145 centimeters (57 inches)
must be in a car/booster seat.
• Motorcyclists and cyclists must
wear helmets.
• In Canada, speed limits are posted in
kilometres per hour.
• It’s illegal to drive while using a cell phone
or other handheld electronic devices.
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Alcohol Laws

Currency
• Canada’s currency is based on dollars
and cents.

Measurements
1 American gallon = 3.8 Litres
1 Miles = 1.6 Kilometres
1 Kilometres = 0.6 Miles
30°C = 86°F
20°C = 68°F
10°C = 50°F

QUICK
REFERENCE

Tipping
• When at a restaurant or bar, it’s
customary to tip between 15%–20%
of the total amount (before taxes).

• BC’s legal drinking age is 19.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Driving Laws
• In British Columbia, both drivers and
passengers must wear seatbelts.

Weapons

8
7

Pets
• Dogs and cats from the US must come

Bus Transit: www.translink.bc.ca
BC Ferries: www.bcferries.com
Road Report: www.drivebc.ca

• Bills come in $1000, $100, $50, $20,
$10 and $5.

• Coins come in $2, $1, 25¢, 10¢ and 5¢.
• Canadians call the $2 coin a “toonie”
and the $1 coin a “loonie.”

Did you know that the $1 coin is called a
“loonie” because of the Great Northern
Loon on it?

Canada Border Services Agency:
www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca
Citizenship & Immigration Canada:
www.cic.gc.ca

For more travel tips visit 604pulse.com 25
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NEW!
PRESTIGE SLEEPER CLASS
ON BOARD THE CANADIAN
Full en‑suite cabins with private shower,
personalized room service,
and much more!

COMING IN 2014!

Take in all the magnificent splendour of
the West from the comfort of the Canadian®
(Toronto – Vancouver). You’ll enjoy an
experience heightened by attentive service,
spacious seats, larger‑than‑life views from our
panoramic dome car, and delicious regional
specialities prepared by our on‑board chef.

26
®

viarail.ca

Registered trademark owned by VIA Rail Canada Inc. ™ Trademark owned by VIA Rail Canada Inc.

So much to see,
one place to start
When planning your trip to BC, make HelloBC.com
your first destination. You’ll find everything you need
for the perfect holiday – from how to get here, what
to see and do, and where to put your feet up while
you’re here.
Order regional travel guides
• Book from 2,700+ approved accommodations
• Plan your driving route
• See videos and blogs from other travellers to BC
•

Visit HelloBC.com today to start planning an
unforgettable BC experience.

Living on the Edge

You may look a little ragged around the edges in later life, but you’re not one to sit around
until you push up daisies. Lillooet is nature’s little blue pill for the soul...
a place for the active retiree who wants to explore...
to live wilder and more free.
Visit Lillooet, B.C. There’s nothing like it.

www.lillooetbc.com
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